Abstract-Despite the tremendous success in computer vision, deep convolutional networks suffer from serious computation costs and redundancies. Although previous works address this issue by enhancing diversities of filters, they have not considered the complementarity and the completeness of the internal structure of the convolutional network. To deal with these problems, a novel Inner-Imaging architecture is proposed in this paper, which allows relationships between channels to meet the above requirement. Specifically, we organize the channel signal points in groups using convolutional kernels to model both the intra-group and inter-group relationships simultaneously. The convolutional filter is a powerful tool for modeling spatial relations and organizing grouped signals, so the proposed methods map the channel signals onto a pseudo-image, like putting a lens into convolution internal structure. Consequently, not only the diversity of channels is increased, but also the complementarity and completeness can be explicitly enhanced. The proposed architecture is lightweight and easy to be implemented. It provides an efficient self-organization strategy for convolutional networks so as to improve their efficiency and performance. Extensive experiments are conducted on multiple benchmark image recognition data sets including CIFAR, SVHN and ImageNet. Experimental results verify the effectiveness of the Inner-Imaging mechanism with the most popular convolutional networks as the backbones.
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I. INTRODUCTION
D EEP convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have exhibited significant effectiveness in modeling image data [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , their structures have also been constantly explored [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Meanwhile, CNNs show the bulky size and serious redundancy [14] , [15] . Besides pruning a complete structure [16] , [17] , [18] , lots of methods aim to improve the efficiency of CNNs [19] , [20] . Generally, the efficiency heavily depend on the interior components of CNNs which should meet the following requirements: diversity, complementarity and completeness. As the basic elements of CNNs, convolutional filters are often modeled to implement channel-wise attention [21] , which only focuses on improving the diversity of feature maps, and lacks explicit modeling of complementarity and completeness of convolution channels. Yang There are some methods have modeled and explored the grouping relationship between convolution channels [22] , [23] , [24] . Their excellent performances indicate that implicit group relations exist between convolutional feature maps. However, the grouping relations are ignored in the ordinary channelwise attention methods. Since their plain fully connected (FC) encoder cannot represent the detailed grouping and interaction of channel relationships. In other words, these methods have not explicitly modeled the coordination and complementarity between channels.
In order to overcome the above shortcomings, this paper proposes a novel "Inner-Imaging" (InI) mechanism, as shown in Fig.1(b) , which is a new way to model the channel relationships. Specifically, it first rearranges the feature signals into a pseudoimagev ∈ R n×m , then it creates grouping filters (G-filters) w (n×m) to scan on it. In this process, channel signals u ij ∈v within a same receptive field can build relations from multiple directions (top, down, left, right, top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right, and so on), and are assigned into one group. Subsequently, InI adopts FC layers to model groupwise relationships. That is, the G-filters are responsible for modeling relations between channels which in the same group, the followed FC layers are used to model the relationships between groups. With this strategy, the complementarities of both convolutional channels and channel groups are enhanced. On the other hand, the size of channel groups can be flexibly controlled by adjusting the shape of G-filters (such as G-filters w (1×1) with shape 1 × 1 representing the groups with the single channel). In this way, the completeness of representation of channels can be improved by integrating multi-scale Gfilters. The InI-model provides a more complete and precise convolution channel relationship modeling method and provides the channels more rational re-scaling weights.
The exploration of CNN architecture and modeling of network internal representation is a meaningful and challenging task [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . The design of "Inner-Imaging" brings a new idea of convolution internal structure modeling. It also provides us a carrier to explore grouping modes of convolution channels. The InI architecture can be applied to all kinds of CNNs so as to improve the efficiency of CNNs, it is lightweight and easy to implement and understand.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A novel "Inner-Imaging" (InI) mechanism is proposed, which first uses G-filters to organize channel signals, and simultaneously models the intra-group channel relationships and the inter-group channel relationships. Some theoretical deductions of InI are also provided. The Inner-Imaging channel-wise relationship modeling architecture, which organizes and models the channel relationships inside each group and between groups.
• The diversity of G-filters with different utility is explored. Moreover, it is also proposed that multi-shape G-filters can be integrated to realize the fusion of multi-size channel groups modeling.
• The InI mechanism is employed to some popular CNN structures. For residual networks (ResNets), it builds innerimaged maps with both residual and identity mappings, enabling identity flows to participate in the attentional process of residual flows.
• With the InI mechanism, the effect of diverse channel grouping types is analyzed with the ablation studies for each mode of InI-model. Besides, the ability of the InI module to collaborate with the spatial attention mechanism [29] , [30] is verified. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related works. Section III introduces the overall framework of the InI mechanism and its enhanced edition for residual networks. Section IV presents our theoretical explanations for designing of the InI mechanism. Section V describes the experimental results and analysis. We conclude in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Efficient convolution structures
Both huge volume and calculation of CNNs [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] are considered due to its serve redundancy [35] , [36] , which easily leads to inefficient modeling and overfitting. Some methods impose regularization constraints to the network features [37] , [38] , or random occlusion or perturbation of intermediate features [39] , [40] , some methods attempt to prune the block or channel for an over-complete convolutional architecture [41] , [42] , [43] , or use an early exit mechanism [44] . They apply destructive simplification to some complete models, rather than increase the modeling efficiency of finite-scale models. These methods need to build an initial large-scale network and consume computation to optimize pruning operations.
In a parallel line, efficient use of existing components and features is a two-pronged approach [45] , [46] . Some methods densely model the feature maps [47] , [24] , [48] . To make CNN channels organized well, the modeling of channel relationships has attracted research attention [49] . Some approaches attempt to enhance the association of channels [50] and achieve highefficiency performance by modeling them in grouping [20] , [24] . The aforementioned studies only refine the features of the middle layers repetitively or train the convolution channels in fixed groups, and they do not use the channel relationships to re-scale the feature maps. Compared with them, the InI mechanism can model the channel grouping relationships with various sizes and use attention module to re-weight them.
B. Attention and gating mechanisms in CNNs
Attention is widely applied in the modeling process of CNNs [51] . It is typically used to model the spatial attentional area [52] , [53] , [54] , [55] and content meaning [56] , including multi-scale [57] , [58] and multi-shape [59] , [60] features. As a tool for biasing the allocation of resources [21] , attention is also used to regulate the internal CNN features [61] , [62] . Unlike channel switching, combination [63] , [64] , channelwise attention provides an end-to-end training solution for reweighting the intermediate channel features. It can be also combined with spatial attention in various ways, such as juxtaposition [29] , sequential [30] or integrated [65] .
The aforementioned studies either aggregate the features to complement each other or enhance the diversity of the feature maps after a simple encoder. In contrast, the InnerImaging design considers both synchronously. It firstly uses convolutional filters to organize channel signals on a pseudoimage, like we put lenses in the convolutional networks. This novel strategy reflects the grouping cooperative relations in multi-scale and achieves the integrated optimization of the diversity, complementarity, and completeness of CNN channels.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the overall framework of the Inner-Imaging module is proposed, with single type of G-filter or combined multi-shape G-filters. Subsequently, the special version of InI module for ResNets is designed to jointly model the channel signals of residual flow and identity flow. 
A. Overall framework
In each layer of CNNs, each convolutional kernel produces a feature maps u
In Eq. 5−8, the operator * denotes the convolution and v [i] refers to the convolutional result of G-filter w (a×b) i on inner-imaged map, and its shape is (n × m), ε is the number of G-filters. The convolutional results are averaged and then applied to obtain the grouping mapv whose element isv xy . Finally, the grouping mapv is flatten as the tensorv ∈ R C g ×1 , where each element ofv is a group signal modeled by w (a×b) i , and C g is the number of modeled channel groups. Obviously, the diversified multi-shape G-filters can be integrated such as {w (a1×b1) , w (a2×b2) , . . . , w (ap×bp) }, which can be applied to organize the channel groups with different sizes as follows:
where v j [i] with the shape of (n j × m j ) indicates the convolutional result of the G-filter w
and p is the number of types of G-filter. v 1:p [i] is the concatenated result of all types G-filters and 1 means matrix concatenation. In the case of different shapes of matrix, zero is automatically filled into the blank. Then,v 1:p is the average result of each ε G-filters with different shapes and sizes. ((n 1:p) × (m 1:p )) is the final shape of averaged group signal map.
The grouping map is still flatten as:
thus, a greater C g than that in Eq. 8 is obtained, leading to more samples for the group relationships of CNN channels.
After representing the channel groups asv ∈ R C g ×1 , the relations are encoded between group signals with FC layers
Then, the channel-wise attention is conducted as follows: where W att is the set of parameters in the InI module, which contains all parameters of the G-filters and the FC encoders, s is the channel-wise attentional outputs, F att denotes the summarized function of channel-wise attention, operator • is the elements-wise product and U att l refers to the attentional feature maps. The number of G-filters ε is set to C/t, where t is the dimensionality-reduction ratio which is set to 16 as [21] . Fig. 2 shows the detailed structure of the InI module.
B. Special version for ResNets
In ResNets, the residual flow is considered as a complement to the identity mapping [66] , inspired by this argument, we propose the special version of InI mechanism for ResNets, it attempt to expand the scope of channel relational modeling to both residual and identity channels, this strategy help residual mappings to supplement identity mappings more precisely.
We define the identity and residual mappings as X l and U l , respectively. The feature map x c l in the identity mappings can be pooled in a similar way to Eq. 1. As shown in Fig. 3 , the channel signals of X l and U l can be simply stacked without operation of folding, as follows: channel signalsû l andx l . Multi-shape G-filters can also be applied tov stack , as follows:
Although the step of folding the original channel signal map is omitted here, it has considerable limitation on the shape of group filters: ∀a : a 2. So, we foldv stack as:
wherev f is the folded inner-imaged map withx l andû l , T alt is the alternating reshape function, which enables both residual and identity signals to be scanned in one receptive field. Fig. 4 shows the structure of the special version InI module on folded inner-imaged map, with multi-shape G-filters aggregation. The subsequent process follows Eq. 9−11, the only difference is that the grouping relations of both residual and identity channels are modeled.
FC encoders w 1 ∈ R C t ×C g and w 2 ∈ R C× C t are still used to model the group-wise relations and output the final channelwise attentional values. As the definition of residual unit [10] :
we obtain:
where s refers to the outputs of channel-wise attention, and W att is the total set of parameters in InI module, which is defined by Eq. 13.
IV. THEORIES
In this section, some theoretical details of the InI model are elaborated and discussed, including its technical advantages and some insightful design motivations.
A. The insight of Inner-Imaging mechanism
It is an elegant design method to give new functions and meanings to existing tools. The convolutional filter is usually used to model the spatial features on vision data, Also, it can help us to model the grouping relations of convolutional channels very conveniently.
Compare with the typical channel-wise attention mechanism, the InI module can provide more complete and diverse modeling of channel relations, especially on grouping relations.
Excluding the output layer w 2 , we discuss the FC encoder w 1 , as follows:
where e denotes the embedding of CNN channels, e(·, w
1 ) indicates the feature parameterized by weights w
1 . In InI mechanism, there are two successive stages: (a) grouping modeling; (b) FC embedding, as follows:
When the convolutions w
are abbreviated as:
we obtain:v
where θ j is the number of parameters in the G-filter w (aj ×bj ) . g k j is the k-th receptive field of G-filter w (aj ×bj ) , → k means that the G-filter slides to the k-th receptive field. e j g (·) is the encoded feature of each channel group.
Retrospect Eq. 29, it is noticed that the FC encoder is a particular form in Eq. 36, it has only one group which contains all channels.
Next, the role of FC layer w 1 changes, as follows:
where Γ(·) denotes the shape of matrix, and the one-hot G-filter o = [α] ∈ R 1×1 plays an important role. We obtain:
where ∝ means proportional relationship, and e g ĝ k o indicates the case of which single channel constructs a group. So,
where ¬o indicates that non-one-hot G-filter o.
It can be seen that in the two stages of the InI mechanism, stage-a: the G-filters
It is obviously concluded that the modeled channel relations by the InI mechanism include and much more abundant than that of the typical strategy.
B. Joint modeling of residual and identity mappings
Another trick is proposed for the InI mechanism in ResNets, which is the joint modeling of residual and identity mappings. It is believed that this trick makes the ResNets more efficient.
As described in [66] , the loss ζ is back-propagated (BP) as:
where L indicates any deeper residual unit, l indicates any shallower unit, and after using channel-wise attention, we obtain:
because U i = F res (X i , W i ), we obtain:
where
then, with our strategy, we obtain:
in which we set
so, after sorting out Eq. 48, we obtain:
where the gradients of residual and identity mappings are denoted by ∇U i and ∇X i . By using the strategy of joint modeling for residual and identity flows, the trade-off process of identity and residual mappings can be integrated into the BP optimization, so that residual flows can provide more efficient complementary modeling for identity mappings.
V. EXPERIMENTS In this section, lots of experiments are conducted to verify the performance of the proposed methods. Firstly, the datasets and implementation details of networks are introduced. Secondly, the effects of different types of Inner-Imaging are analyzed, while the ablation study for various subassemblies of the InI module is conducted. Thirdly, comparisons of our models with state-of-the-art results are provided. Finally, we give the discussions of experimental results. 
A. Datasets
As CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, SVHN, and ImageNet are often used as benchmark datasets in image recognition experiments, they are also used here.
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [67] . The two datasets consist of 32 × 32 colored images. Both of them contain 60000 images divided equally into 10 and 100 classes, there are 50000 training images and 10000 for testing. The standard data augmentation (translation/mirroring) widely adopted as [10] is used for training sets.
SVHN [68] . The street view house numbers dataset contains 32×32 colored images of 73257 samples in the training set and 26032 for testing, with 531131 digits for additional training. Here all training data are used without data augmentation.
ImageNet [69] . It is used in ILSVRC 2012, which contains 1.2 million training images, 50000 validation images, and 100000 for testing, with 1000 classes. Standard data augmentation is adopted for the training set and the 224 × 224 crop is randomly sampled. All images are normalized into [0, 1], with mean values and standard deviations.
B. Implementation Details
Networks. The proposed InI module is applied to several popular CNN networks that are taken as backbones, including: All Convolutional Net (All-CNN) [70] , Pre-act Residual Network (ResNet) [66] , Wide Residual Network (WRN) [34] , Pyramidal Residual Networks (PyramidNet) [71] . All the default settings of the backbones are followed. The proposed method is also compared with typical channel-wise attention [21] using the same backbones. The batch normalization [72] is performed following G-filters. Our implementation is based on MXNet and GluonCV
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Training. The SGD with 0.9 Nesterov momentum is used to train models for 400 epochs on CIFAR and 80 epochs on SVHN, where the batch-size is 128. The learning rate starts at 0.1 and is divided by 10 at 50%, 75% and 90% of the number of total epochs. On ImageNet, we train models for 120 epochs with the batch size of 128, the initial learning rate is 0.1 and reduced by 10 at epochs 30, 60, and 90.
Settings of the InI Module. Since the size of the innerimaged map needs to be taken into account in the setting of the G-filter, it follows rules as: if the receptive field of any G-filter exceeds the size of the inner-imaged map in any layer, the G-filter will be automatically discarded.
For the inner-imaged maps, their shapes are defined close to a square, for example: (n = 2C/16, m = 16) for ResNet and (n = 20, m = C/10) for WRN. The effects of size changes of the inner-imaged maps are tested on classification performance. For all kinds of ResNet, the special version of the InI module is used by default, which is introduced in Section III-B. It jointly models the identity and residual mappings.
In the following sections, the following naming rules are used rules for the proposed model: 1. the prefix "InI" is used to the name of the model using the internal imaging module; 2. for different G-filter types, the model name is attached with the type name as the suffix, where the type names of G-filters are listed in Table I .
C. Analysis of Different Inner-Imaging Types
Effects of the shape of G-filter. As the core component of the InI framework, these issues are needed to investigate: whether different G-filter combinations will have a serious impact on model performance (including the number and shape of G-filter), and what strategies can be applied to find the better combinations of G-filters.
As listed in Table I , a variety of G-filter combinations are designed, including square, slender (vertical and horizontal), and mixed cases, these combinations are applied to the InI models so as to observe their performance changes in different settings, as shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the performance of the InI module increases with the number of G-filters. Secondly, the performance of the types of square and mix G-filters is generally better than that of horizontal and vertical G-filters. Particularly, when the number of square G-filters is relatively large, the performance growth rate tends to be flat, and when the number of mixed G-filters is large, better results can be obtained. These indicate that the diversity of G-filter types can bring benefits to the InI model. Moreover, as deduced in Section IV-A, when we add the (1 × 1) G-filter to the Gfilter set, a more obvious performance improvement can be obtained, which verifies the effect of the special group which only contains one channel, as Eq. 49. Fig. 5 can help us analyze the above results, which illustrates the corresponding channel distribution of groups obtained by using G-filters with various shapes, on the original channel sequence. In the group of channels formed by horizontal and vertical G-filters, the former only contains adjacent channels, while the latter contains channels with slightly distant intervals. These monotonous grouping strategies lead to their mediocre performance. In the channel group formed by square G-filter, there are adjacent channels and distant channels. However, as the size of G-filter increases, the coverage of square G-filter becomes wider and wider, too many square G-filters also reduce the diversity of channel groups. In contrast, the mixed set Gfilter composed of horizontal, vertical and square G-filters is more effective.
It can be also observed from Fig. 5(d) that the dilated [73] Gfilter can use fewer parameters than square G-filter to complete a large scope of channel scanning, while overcoming the Table II . It can be seen that the dilated G-filter help the InI-models improve further on the original bases. Overall, combining G-filters with multiple sizes and shapes can indeed bring better modeling capabilities to the InI mechanisms. The effect on the performance of different Gfilter type selection is very small. Although the maximum performance of InI can be achieved by combining G-filters of various shapes as much as possible, we can get very competitive performance by just integrating three G-filters, like G-filter type "square-3-d".
Effects of the shape of inner-imaged map. We compare the different shapes of the folded inner-imaged maps, which causes little fluctuations in classification results, as shown in Fig. 7 , the inner-imaged map closer to the square shows slightly better results.
In subsequent experiments, the shape of inner-imaged maps is taken as (n = 20, m = C/10) for WRN, (n = 8, m = C/8) for All-CNN and (n = 2C/16, m = 16) for other backbones.
D. Ablation Studies
It is reasonable to study the effects of all tricks used in the InI models, which include: (1) Jointly modeling from identity and residual mappings (Joint); (2) Multi-shape G-filter aggregation (Aggregation); (3) Folded inner-imaged map (Fold); (4) Add dilated G-filter. These tricks are gradually added to the same backbone. As listed in Tables III and IV , the best records with the same backbone are in bold and the best results are highlighted in red. As the components are gradually added, the test error continues to decrease, and the fully configured InI-models achieved the best results. Besides, many small-scale InI-models achieve performance close to or even better than the larger-scale typical models. Every trick in our InI mechanism including shows the improvements on classification results.
It can be found that the well-configured (with 3 or more proposed tricks) InI models can improve the typical channelwise attention network by nearly 0.6%. Compared with SENet, the InI-models can bring about much more performance improvement.
E. Coordination with Spatial Attention
The spatial attention mechanism [30] is a strategy to dynamically adjust the pixel-level weights on the feature maps. In this section, the cooperative ability of the proposed InI mechanism for spatial attention models is validated.
We use the InI module after conducting the spatial attentional operation as follows, and the spatial attention map (SP map) is recorded as ξ,
where F spa (·) is the function of spatial attention and U new l is the final feature matrix in layer l.
As shown in Fig. 8 , multiple SP maps {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ τ } are also introduced on several divided channel groups to highlight the function of InI model, as: Fig. 9 shows the growth of parameters and test accuracy on CIFAR-10 when using different numbers of SP maps. It is noted that the InI model fits well with the spatial attention mechanism and gets better results than other methods. As the number of SP maps increases, the increments of parameters rise exponentially, and the performance of the model also improves, but when the number of SP maps reaches 8, the performance growth becomes less noticeable or even slightly declined.
The possible reason is that too many SP maps lead to some over-fitting on CIFAR-10 composed with small pictures.
F. Comparison Results
Table V reports the comparison results between the InImodels and state-of-the-art networks. It can be noticed that the InI-model obviously improve the performance of the baseline method, and the InI-PyramidNet-mix-5-d outperforms state-ofthe-art results and achieves the best results on CIFAR-100 and achieves the second-best performance on CIFAR-10. Although the results of the InI-PyramidNet-square-3 are slightly lower, they achieve the third-best and second-best results on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The InI-WRN-square-3, InI-WRN-mix-5 and InI-WRN-mix-5-d are also very competitive and two of them achieve the best and second-best performance on SVHN.
The proposed InI-models have a general and fairly significant performance improvement for the corresponding backbone networks, requiring only little additional parameters and computations. We can infer that InI-models have a better convolutional component organization, so that convolution kernels can reflect the diversity, complementarity and overall completeness, thus avoiding the redundancy of feature maps and enhancing the integrity of feature representation.
The experimental results on ImageNet are listed in Table VI  and The results of our InI-ResNet-mix-5-d + spa × 4 improve that of CBAM-ResNet by 0.9% ∼ 1.5% on top-1 and 0.6% ∼ 0.9% on top-5. Similarly, the smaller InI-models still defeat the larger compared models. Fig. 10 illustrates some thermal visualization results of feature maps on ImageNet with different models. It can be found that the InI model can focus more accurately and completely on recognition objects.
The above results on ImageNet show the InI model also works well in large-scale image recognition tasks.
G. Discussions
Our experimental results show that the InI model can improve the modeling ability of CNN, especially for smaller convolution structures. The InI mechanism can fully stimulate their potential and make the classification results close to or even exceed the original larger CNN models. Besides, the InI model only needs very few additional parameters.
The performance improvement of the InI model than traditional channel attention mechanism validates the necessity of channel group relationship modeling and the superior modeling ability of the InI model for diversified channel relationships.
In experiments, many possibilities for the implementation of the InI mechanism are discussed. However, it does not mean The InI model has high universality, so that it can be applied to any CNN structure. It also has good adaptability to other enhancement mechanisms for CNNs, such as spatial attention.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the Inner-Imaging architecture for convolutional networks, which present a novel strategy to model the channel relationships in CNNs. The proposed InnerImaging architecture uses the convolutional G-filter to organize the grouping relations of the channels, explicitly models the channel in-group coordination and the inter-group complementary relations. This design effectively improves the modeling efficiency of convolutional networks. The proposed method is easy to use and extensible, and its superior performance is verified on multiple benchmark datasets.
